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01A306 Problem/Failure Reporting and Correction
1A306. 1 Introduction
This document defines the TRW Systems Problem/ Failure Rep.art-
ing and Correction Plan for the ERTS Project. The pan is applicable to
both spacecraft and GDHS equipment and is in conformance with paragraph
3. 7 of NPCZ50-1 and GMI 5310. ?A.
The reporting medium for in-house TRW-generated failures will be
the revised TRW Systems Test Discrepancy Report (TDR). The TDR
combines discrepancy reporting and failure reporting into one form to
report all functional failures. Each reportable failure will be transferred
to GSFC Form 4-2 for submittal to NASA/GSFC. (Figure 1)
1A306.2 Purpose
The purpose of the procedures defined in this plan is to utilize to
the fullest extent, hardware and software experience gained through com-
prehersive failure reporting, analysis and corrective action to ensure
that probability of failure recurrence is reduced to acceptable levels on
both hardware and software items.
1A306. 3 Applicable Documents
1) NPC250-1 Paragraph 3. 7 "Reliability Program Provisions for
Space System Contractors
2) GMI 5310. 1A "(-xSFC Malfunction Reporting System"
3) TRW Quality Assurance Forms Facsimile Manual
o	 Form Number 1075 - TDR (Rev. 6-69)
s Form Number 3714 - TDR Continuation Sheet
0	 Form Number 1076 - Test Discrepancy Follow-Up Sheet
1A306. 4 Definition of Failure
A failure is defined as a functional discrepancy wherein an equip-
ment is incapable of performing its intended function, or does not operate
satisfactorily within limits of its specified functional requirements for
one or more operational parameters, or otherwise snows potential
trouble symptoms.
I
A software problem is defined as when a) a function has no output,
incomplete output, or the output values exceeds established deviations
from the expected value, b) a function fails to interface (link) or c) a
function execution tithe exceeds timing constraints (if any).
Software it-elf does not fail in the sense that hardware deteriorates.
That is, once a software program computes a result from a given input,
it will always coizlpute that result from the same input unless the soft-
ware is changed, or is disturbed by an indirect problem, e. g• , errors
in. the operating procedure, program input, program setup, or error-i
created by the computing hardware or operator.
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I	 1A306. 5 Level of Reporting
Test discrepancies that occur beginning with the first functional
test of a subassembly and continuing through the mission until spacecraft
power is turned off will be reported. For software, all problems occur-
ring beginning with the first use or signoff (whichever occurs first) of the
software item will be reported. GDHS hardware, malfunction reporting
will be initiated on the assembly (component) during and after receipt
at TRW Systems for (-,, ff -the -^iielf equipment and during and after
tl:; first functional test on the component level for new and modified
design equipment. For software, malfunction reporting will be initiat'-d
on the functional level during first use or signoff, whichever comes first.
Software levels are defined as:
•	 Routine. The smallest collection of serial code which has a
recognizable input and output and performs one or more tasks.
w	 Module. A single computer prcgram with a given function.
•	 Function. A group of computer programs working togel:her
to perform a major task.
During the early phases of software testing many design and
development errors are usually detected. Most of these errors are due
to faulty interface definition, erroneous code, and input/output format
errors. Due to the large number of errors usually encountered ; problem
reporting will be on an informal basis throughout the software integration
phase. Problems detected will be logged in an engineering notebook and
followed up to ensure that they were corrected and retested.
Immediately following the co ►npletion of software integrati
continuing throughout the life of the contract, fo,-mal software p.
reporting procedures will be implemented. Software problems
following types which are detected during system tests will be re
•	 Design errors
•	 Development errors
•	 Test procedure errors
3
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•	 Configuration setup errors
•	 Input errors
•	 Test operator errors
•	 Computing hardware errors
•	 Undefined errors.
1A306. 6 Responsibilities
1A306. 6. 1 Divisional Failure Control
Each Divisional Failure Control Engineer assigned to the ERTS
Project has the responsibility to review, document, analyze and followup
corrective action on all reportable failures occurring on equipment and/
or software within his division's jurisdiction. The specific duties
include:
•	 Review and process test discrepancy reports for hardware
failures and software problems.
• Interface with other Divisional Failure Control Engineers,
Project Failure Control and other performance assurance
personnel.
•	 Failure analysis of each reportable failure to positively
identify mode and cause of failure. Utilize specialists when
necessary (such as parts, materials, and processes) to
determine cause of failure.
•	 Follow-up each verified and reportable failure to ensure that
satisfactory corrective action is taken before the report is
closed out.
• Attend and provide details of each failure analysis and
recommended corrective action at the monthly formal
Failure Review Board Meeting.
•	 Pro,,ide project office with required documentation to report
each failure to the customer. (Copies 1 and 2 of GSFC
Form 4-2 for initial notification and copies 4 and 5 for the
final notification after completion)
•	 Assist Unit Engineer in establishing  rework/retest require-
ments for units requiring rework.
4
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I1A306. 6. 1. 2 Software Failure Control
The Divisional Software Failure Control Engineer assigned to the
ERTS Project has the responsibility to review, document, analyze, and
follow .-up corrective action on reportable problems occurring in software
within his division's jurisdiction. The specific duties include:
•	 Review and process software TDR.'s.
•	 Interface with other Divisional Failure Control Engineers,
Project Failure Control, and other performance assurance
personnel.
•	 Perform problem analysis on each reportable software
problem to positively identify the responsible software unit
	
r
and cause of the problem. Utilize computer programmers
and other software specialists as necessary.
•	 Assist computer programmer in establishing and documenting
the changes required to correct the problem, and retest
requirements.
•	 Follow-up each TDR to assure that satisfactory corrective
action is taken before the report is closed out.
s	 Yatene. and provide details on each problem analysis and
recommended corrective action at the monthly formal
failur,,e Review Board Meeting.
•	 Provid=! the project office with required documentation to
report each software problem to the customer. (Copies 1 and
2 of GSF C Form 4-2 for initial notification and copies 4 and
5 for the final notification after completion.
1A306.  6. 2 Quality
1A306. 6. 2. 1 Divisional Quality Inspection and Test Surveillance
1A306. 6. 2. 1. 1 Hardware Quality Inspection and Test Surveillance
The responsibilities of Quality Inspection and Test Surveillance
include:
•	 Originate TDR's for hardware failures and software problems
as defined in paragraph 1A306. 5 above
•	 Distribute copies of TDR's
5
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•	 Initiate supplemental documentation as required
(e, g. , Nonconforming Material Reports)
•	 Part,cipate in failure analyses
•	 Control the movement of failed items until properly released
to the Material Review Board (MRB) or the rework activity.
•	 Subsequent to satisfactory rework and production testing,
review TDR and Troubleshooting and Tear Down Record (TSTR)
for completeness and signoff.
•	 Transmit Copy Number 1 of the TDR parts replacement
requisition (PRR) and failed parts to the Divisional Reliability
Failure Control Engineer.
•	 Record operating times on Quality Activity Record (QAR) and
forward to Corporate Product Assurance for computer input.
1A306. 6. 2. 1. 2 Software Quality Inspection and Test Surveillance
The responsibilities of the Quality Assurance Software Test Sur-
veillanc^-, Engineers include.
•	 Originate TDR's for software problems detected during
software system tests
•	 Distribute copies of TDR's
•	 File supplemental u-,cumentation as required for subsequent
problem analysis
•	 Participate in problem analysis as req'utred
•	 Review status of open TDR's
•	 Rerun software system test as required to ret^aet software
problem corrections.
1A306. 2. 2 Divisional Project Quality Manager
r t
	
w
The responsibilities of the Divisional Project Quality Manager
are:	
:J I o!-I;
•	 Conduct training on the preparation of TDR's
•	 Provide consultation during failure analysis
•	 Implement corrective action as required
4
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•	 Determine quality trends frorn failure summaries
•	 Participate in MR B activities
•	 Assist in establishing rework/retest requirern-^nts for units
requiring rework and including subcontractor supplied items.
1A306. 6. 3 Responsible, Unit Engineer
The Unit Engineer responsibilities include:
•	 Participate in all phases of failure analyses
•	 With assistance from Project Office, Quality, Reliability,
and Te:.., establish rework/retest requirements for units
requiring rework and including subcontractor supplied
items
•	 Participate in Failure Review Board Meetings
•	 Develop and implement corrective action documentation
•	 Complete inputs to TDr's and submit to Reliability.
1A306. 6.4 Manufacturing
The Manufacturing responsibilities include:
• Troubleshoot, rework and perform production testing of
failed items in conformance with the Manufacturing Shop
Order (MSO) developed for the item and the Quality Plan.
• Complete TDR rework information on the TDR and TSTR
and submit with the failed parts to Quality Inspection
•	 Participate in Failure Review Board Meetings when requested
•	 Implement corrective action.
1A306. 6. 5 Software Engineer
The Su;#ware Engineer responsibilities include:
•	 Troubleshoot, revise, and perform retest of software problems
•	 Complete TDR revision information on the TDR to document 't-.re
software revision and submit to Reliability
•	 Participate in Failure Review Board Meetings
•	 Implement corrective action.
P
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1A306. 6. 6 Divisional Failure Analvsis Sections
The Divisional Failure Analysis Sections responsibilities include:
•	 Failure analyses on items submitted by the Divisional Failure
Control Engineer
0	 Confer with other specialists as required for additional detailed
analysis
•	 Submit recommended preferred parts, materials, and pro-
cesses lists modifications, resulting from knowledge gained
from failure analyses
•	 Complete failure analysis reports and distribute
•	 Participate in Failure Review Board Meetings.
1A306. 6.7 Manager of Performance Assurance
The mana,;er of Performance Assurance responsibilities include:
•	 Direct and control all failure reporting and corrective action
activities
•	 Serve as chairman of the Monthly Failure Review Board
Meetings	 ^-
•	 Perform customer liaison and report failures to customer
on GSFC Form 4- 2
•	 Determine the level of failure analysis to be performed on
each part failure
•	 Publish minutes of the Monthly Failure Review Board Meetings.
1A306. 6.8 Corporate Product Assurance
The responsibilities of the Corporate Product Assurance include:
•	 Conduct training on the preparaticn of TDR's
•	 Enter TDR and TDF information into the Test Information
Retrieval System (TIRS)
•	 Supply TIRS computer printouts as required by ERTS project
requirements.
8
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1A306. 6. 9 Interface With Other Proiect Personnel
The interface with other project personnel will be th; ough the
ERTS manager of Performance Assurance, or his designated representa-
tive for all matters where responsibility and/or costs are involved.
1A306. 7 Failure Analysis
1A306.7. 1 Hardware Failure Analysis
Failure analysis of hardware items and problem analysis of soft-
ware items are performed by each Reliability Failure Control Engineer
to the depth required to determine the true cause of failure . It is their
responsibility to arrange for facilities and personnel required to perform
the analysis. The extent of detailed part analysis required will be
determined with project office concurrence. With software problems the
failure analysis will also be coordinated through the p roject office to
ensure that sufficient technical assistance is avail ;Lie. Each hardware
and software failure report will be closed out through formal Failure
Review Board action.
1A.306. 7. 2 Software Problem Analvsis
Software test result analysis must usually be accomplished by
intensive evaluation of large quantities of computer output printing. When
a discrepancy is encountered with the expected result, the cause of the
discrepancy is not necessarily obvious. Since many errors are self-
perpetuating, the actual error could exist almost anywhere within the
software, and could have occurred at any time prior to the erroneous
print. For example, an error within an input routine could have errone-
ously stored a value which is not used until 30 minutes into the run. If
the value is not printed but is used in the computation of an equation, the
equation will usually be suspected as the source of the problern.
To determine the source of an error, it is fr 'nently necessary- to
print out in machine language selected portions of the contents of the
computer memory. Detailed knowledge of the computer program is
9
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required for analysis of these printouts. To locate the eyror, it is
sometimes necessary to modify the program with temporary debugging
routines and rerun it to trace the program flow or detect when the con-
tents of a memory location changes.
In addition, the error may not be in the program.  The error may
have been in the test procedure, input value or format, configuration
setup, or the computing hardware or operator may have created an error.
When a software error is discovered, it is often imperative that
the error be corrected as soon as possible without awaiting approval of
the Failure Review Board; however, the change will be documented and
submitted to the Failure Review Board for formal approval. This is
necessary, because software tests usually must stop until encountered
errors are corrected.
1 A306. 8 Subcontractor Failure Reports
1 A306. 8. 1 Level of Reporting
The level of failure reporting described above will be invoked on 	
l
each major subcontractor as detailed in the individual subcontractor 	 J
purchase orders or requirements document. Each subcontractor required
to report failures will use a failure report form acceptable to TRW
System.
1 A306. 8. 2 Responsibility
It is the responsibility of the cognizant Reliability Failure Control
Engineer to document and analyze the subcontractor failure reports and
present the data at the monthly Failure Review Board Meetings. Where
information and analysis are required from the subcontractor, the
cognizant Reliability Subcontractor Control Engineer or the cognizant
Reliability Failure Control Engineer is responsible for obtaining and
presenting the data at the Failure Review Board Meeting.
is
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G I A306.8.3 Failure Summaries
Subcontractor failure reports will be integrated into the TRW
Systems monthly failure report summaries by use of the TDF and will
be treated as TRW failure reports for documentation considerations.
The subcontractor failure reports will be coded in the TIRS input for
ready retrieval and data will be transferred to GSFC 4-2 Form for
submittal to NASA/GSFC.
1A306. 8.4 Failures at TRW
The decision to return a failed item to a vendor is documented on
the Non-Conforming Material Report (NC MR) through the formal Material
Review Board (MRB). Reliability is not a member of MRB and therefore
has no official vote in the decision to return to vendor (RTV). Reliability
may, however, recommend to RTV through the Failure Review Board.
When the failed item is dispositioned on the NCMR as RTV, the item is
handled through the cognizant TRW Buyer. Reliability is notified of this
decision by Copy i'amber 1 of the TDR. Reliability followup of the failed
item at the vendor is handled by the cognizant Reliability Subcontractor
Control Engineer.
Vendor items that fail in TRW and are dispositioned to repair or
rework, scrap or use as is are handled through the normal TRW failure
reporting system.
Details of the failure analysis and corrective action at the vendor
are repo rtc d at the monthly FRB meeting by the cognizant Reliability
Subcontractor Control Engineer or by the cognizant Reliability Failure
Control Engineer.
1 A3 ). 9 TDR Susep nse System
1 A306. 9. 1 Hardware TDR
The ERTS TDR suspense system will be based on the following
normal control times:
a) TDR pickup daily
b) TDR distribution. —within 24 hours after receipt at the
Failure Control Center
11
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c) Preliminary failure analysis inputs — 2 weeks	
.no#
d) Final failure analysis inputs
— 3 weeks
e) Implementation of corrective action -- 5 weeks
f) Normal Failure Review Board disposition — one month
g) Special presentations to Failure Review Board by Unit
Engineer on action items assigned — 4 to 8 weeks
h) Failure Review Board request for special action by
manager of Performance Assurance — 8 to 12 weeks
i) Manager of Performance Assurance requests special
action by Project Manager — 12 weeks
j) NASA /GSFC notification of GSFC Form 4-2 —arrive at
GSFC within 5 working days of the failure
k) NASA/GSFC final closeout of Form 4-2 —within 5 working
days of completion.
1A306.9.2 Software TDR
The ERTS TDR suspense system for software will be based on the
following normal control times:
a) TDR initiation and distribution — 24 hours
	 1
b) Preliminary problem analysis — 2 hours
c) Implementation_ of temporary corrective; action — 2 hours
d) Final problem analysis — 24 hours
e) Normal Failure Review Board disposition — one month
f) Final corrective action — 24 hours after Failure Review
Board disposition
g) Special presentations to the Software Failure Review
Board by computer programmer on action items assigned —
4 to 8 weeks
h) Software Failure Review Board request for special action
by Manager of Performance Assurance — 8 to 12 weeks
41
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i) Manager of Performance Assurance requests'special
action by Project Manager — 12 weeks
j) NASA /GSFC notification of GSFC Form 4-2 —arrive at
GSFC with 5 working days of the software problem
detection
k) NASA/GSFC final closeout of Form 4-2 —within 5 working
days of completion.
1 A306. 10 Failure Reporting
1 A306. 10. 1 Failure Reporting Procedure
The details of filling out and processing the TDR's for functional
failures are described in the Quality Assurance Forms Fac:.imile Manual.
Reliability is notified on flash Copy Number 2 of the TDR that is detached
and deposited in a TDR pickup station. Figures 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the
TDR, TDR Continuation Sheet and TDF's. Figure 5 shows the approved
code lists for use on the TDR and TDF for hardware failures. A detailed
code list will be developed in Phase 'D for software for use on the
TDR/TDF.
For software, level 3 is the lowest level reported on the TDR.
This is the function level and corresponds to the assembly or component
level for hardware.
1A306. 10. 2 TDR Collection Stations
TDR Collection Stations are established in all areas where manu-
facturing, testing of hardware and/or use of software takes place. Each
station is marked with the number of the station and with the name, phone
number and location of the reliability courier responsible for the collec-
tion of TDR's. TDR's will be collected on a daily basis.
1A306. 10. 3 Failure Report Processing Sequence
1A306.10.3.1 Hardware
The processing sequence for each TDR consists of the following
steps:
1) Write Test Discrepancy Report (TDR) and deposit Copy
Number 2 in TDR Collection Station —Originator.
13
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2) Collect TDR from Collection Station — Divisional
1.	 Reliability Courier
3) Enter TDR Log and distribute as follows:
(a) Copy to Reliability Failure Control Center
(to) Copy to Unit Engineer
(c) Copy to Project Office
4) Review TDR and determine if failure analysis is required —
Divisional Reliability Failure Control Engineer.
5) Prepare TDF if failure analysis is required — Divisional
Reliability Failure Cor t rol Engineer
6) If analysis is required, forward copy of TDR and TDF ^o
Unit Engineer — Divisional Reliability Failure Control
C e me r
7) If part analysis is required, submit copy of TDF and part
to Failure Analysis Group -- Divisional Reliability Failure
Control Center
8) Perform part analysis, complete TDF and forward to
Reliability — Unit Engineer
9) Perform unit analysis, complete TDF and forward to
Reliability — Unit Engineer
10) Review analysis and submit results and co y
 rective action
recommendations to Failure Review Board — Divisional
Reliability Failure Control Engineer
11) Complete TDF and submit to Product Assurance Staff --
Divisional Reliability Failure Control Engineer
12) Publish bi-weekly and monthly failure report summaries --
Product Assurance Staff.
1 A306. 10. 3. 2 Soltwa.re
The processing sequence for each TDR consists of the followi;.g
steps:
I) v': ite TDR and deliver Copy Number 2 to Software
Failure Control — Originator
19
2) Enter TDR log and distribute as follows: Divisional
Software Failure Control
a) Copy to Software Failure Control Engineer
b) Copy to Computer Programmer
c) Copy to Project Office
3) Review TDR and determine if software problem analysis
is required - Divisional Software Failure Control Engineer
4) Prepare TDF if software problem analysis is required -
Divisional Software Fail-ire Control Engineer
5) If analysis is required, forward copy of TDR and TDF
to Computer Programmer - Divisional Software Failure
Control Center
6) Perform software function analysis - Computer
Programmer
7) Review analysis and submit results and corrective action
recommendations to Software Failure Review Board -
Divisional Software Failure Control Engineer
8) Complete TDF and submit to Product Assurance Staff -
Divisional Software Failure Control Engineer
9) Publish bi-weekly and monthly Software Failure Report
summaries - Product Assurance Staff.
1A306. 10. 4 Failed Part Processing Sequence
The failed part processing sequence consists of the following
steps:
1) Attach copies of TDR to the failed equipment
2) Deliver failed equipment to repair facility
3) Perform troubleshooting and remove failed part and
complete TSTR
4) Deliver failed part to the store room with a Part
Replacement Request Tag (PRR)
20
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5) Enter the TDR Number on the PRR Tag
6) Obtain replacement part and rework the failed item
7) Place the failed part with the copy of the PRR, TSTR
and Copy Number 1 of the TDR in the Failed Part
Transmittal Envelope. Route other copies of TDR as
defined in Appendix I of Q. I. 9. 0. 3. 1.
8) Deposit the completed Failed Part Transmittal
Envelope in the TDR Collection Station
9) Deliver failed parts to Reliability Engineer
10) Determine if failure analysis is required
11) If failure analysis is required, prepare Failure Analysis
Request (FAR) and deliver failed parts to Failure Analysis
oection
12) Perform failure analysis, store failec' part in Failure
Analysis File, or return to MRB if directed to do so by
NC NIR.
For software, no comparable analysis is required.
it
	 1 A306. 10. 5 Failed Part Disposition
Control of failed parts removed during rework operations is
covered in paragraphs 16. 2 and 17. 5 of Quality Instruction (Q. I. ) 9. 0. 3. 1
"Functional Test Discrepancies. " Figure 6 shows the troubleshooting
and teardown record completed during rework of the failed hardware.
1 A306. 11 Failure Summary Reports
1 A306. 11. 1 Hardware Failure Summary Reports
A monthly summary of open failure reports closed during the
reporting period will include the 'ollowing items:
o Failure Report Number - The numerical designation assigned
to each individual failure report
s Mission design, series - The designated description to identify
the system, equipment, etc.
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Instructions for Completion of Entries
TROUBLESHOOTING PERSONNEL
lO Enter page number and total number of pages to this TSTR.
OEnter dote TSTR is initiated.
OEnter name of Division performing troubleshooting and teardown,
OEnter number of Cost Center performing troubleshooting and teardown,
SO Enter Manufacturing Shop Order number and PCN if applicable,
tab	 Enter Test Discrepancy Report serial number.
OEnter name of failed test item.
OEnter part number of faded test item.
OEnter revision number (or letter) if applicable.
10	 Enter serial number of failed test item it applicable,
11 Enter part name par number, revision number (when applicable), ser ial number
(when appl icable) of every part disturbed, I ifted, or removed. Where mole than
one of a specific part was used in the assembly, enter the Reference Designation
from the design drawing (i.e., C5, R8, Q4, CR4, etc.), Enter any othe , rework
performed and any damage that occurs during the troubleshooting and teardown
operations.
12	 Enter initials of troubleshooting personnel and date.
13	 Enter part name, o<• rt number, revision number (when applicable), serial number(when applicable) and reference des'gnarion of every failed part or othar prob-
able causes of failure.
14	 Enter Parts Replacement Requisition seriol number when new part(s) have be,,.
obtained on a PP,R,
15	 Enter initial and date for each I ine entry made in block 	 10, 	 ,
INSPECTION PERSONNEL
Enter any discreooncies observed while inspecting areas of port removal and
teo rdown .
® Enter inspection acceptance stamp and date to indicate ins pection verification
of the infcrmotion recorded under inshuctions	 11	 and
	 13
MANUf ACT URINE PLANNING
17	 Enter the Number of the MSO/rw< MSO upon which you will record rework
instructions for the discrepancies recorded in blacks 	 ` and%13
of this TSTR.
18	 Enter planning stamp and date of preparation of the rework and inspection
instructions.
QUALITY PLANNING
19 Enter planning stomp and date of ooproval of the documented rework and
inspection instructions entered by ;•Manufacturing Planning on the MSO/
rwk MSO number recorded in block
Figure 6
TROUBLESHOOTING AND TEARDOWN RECORD (continued)
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• Serial number - The serial number used to identify the
particular failed system, equipment, etc.
• Date of failure - The calendar date of the failure
• Identification by subsystem and/or assemtLy - The designated
description to identify failed subsystem and/or assembly
• Subsystem/assembly serial number - The serial number
assigned to identify the failed subsystem/assembly
• Failed component - The designated descriptor to identify the
failed component (black box)
• Failed component serial number - The serial number used
to identify the particular failed component.
• Failed component manufacturer - The noun descriptor of the
company who assembled the failed component
• Piece part number - The drawing number descriptor of the
failed part
• Identification by circuit location - The grid location on the
assembly drawing and/or circuit location identifier;
e. g. , 101A, Q6 for grid right 101, up A and Transistor Q6
• Reference failure report number - FR number of associated
failures at time FR is written
• Description and cause of Failure - Short narrative explanation
of the failure and probable cause of the failure including the
type of test
• Trouble severity - The effect of the failure on the mission
safety completion as determined after the failure analysis
is completed
• Categorization of failure - The failure category of primary
or secondary as determined after the failure analysis is
completed
• Corrective Action - The corrective action to be taken as
recommended by the Failure Review Board
• Dates of completion and final closeout of corrective action -
The agreed upon date of incorporation of the corrective action
in the system and component serial number effectivity as well
as the final date of closeout of the corrective action
24
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• Responsible Engineer - Design engineer or production engineer
responsible for the design and/or manufacture of the failed
component
• Test and operation where failure occurred - Description of test
being performed at time of failure.
• Manufacturer of failed item - Manufacturer of the item identified
as failed on the failure report
• Manufacturer of next assembly - Manufacturer of the next lower
assembly
• Test procedure and applicable para r ra hh - The test procedure
and paragraph being foll r-wed at time of failure
• Status - Open or closed as determined by Failure Review Board.
1 A306. 11. 2 Software Problem Summary Reports
A monthly summary of TDR's not closed prior to the reporting
period will be prepared by the Manager of Software Performance Assur-
ance. These reports will include:
• TDR Number - The numerical designation assigned to each
{	 individual failure report
• System ID Number - System designation
• Failed Component ID - The program name and number used to
identify the particular system component which failed
• Date of Failure - The calendar date the problem was detected
• Problem Description - Brief description of the problem and
probable cause
• Test ID - Identification of test procedure which detected the
problem
• Classification of Failure - The category of the failure as
defined in Paragraph 1 A306. 12 below
• Corrective Action - The corrective action to be taken as
approved by the Software Failure Review Board
Ir
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• Dates of Completion and Final Closeout of Corrective Action -
The agreed upon date of incorporation of the corrective action
in the system and component serial number effectivity as well
as the final date of closeout of the corrective action
• Responsible Programmer - Computer programmer responsible
for the design or development of the software function.
1 A306. 12 Classificatior of Failures
1A306. 112. 1 Classification of Hardware Failures
The following categories are to be used in classifying hardware
test failures:
1) Wear out - Those failure of items that could be avoided
by careful preventive maintenance and/or replacement
2) Workmanship_ - Failures resulting from manufacturing
errors
3) Test Operator Error - Failures resulting from test
operator failing to follow test procedures
4) Test Procedure Error - Failures resulting from inadequate
test procedures
5) Design Errors - Failure that may require design change to
rectify
6) Marginal Performance - Indications that the equipment
being tested will not meet specification limits if test is
continued or otherwise shows trouble symptoms
7) Adjustments - Adjustment must be made to bring equipment
into specification limits
8) Nonoperational Defects - These are not failures but are
associated with replacement of parts for convenience
9) Dependent Failures - These are secondary failures result-
ing from an initial failure
10) Random failure - Failure not definable as to cause.
26
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I A306.12. 2 Classification of Software Problems
The following categories are to be used in classifying software
problems:
1 ) Design error
2) Development error
3) Test procedure error
4) Test operator error
5) Computing hardware error
6) Undefined error
1 A306. 13 Failure Review Board
1 A306. 13. 1 Introduction
1 A306. 13. 1. 1 Purpose
The purpose of the ERTS Failure Review Board is to provide formal
evaluation and control of all reportable failures, failure analyses and
recommended corrective action generated on ERTS equipment. The
Failure Review Board does not replace the monthly Failure Report Sum-
mary but uses the summary as one of the major documents for discussion.
1 A306. 13. 1. 2 Scope
The requirements of this procedure are mandatory for all ERTS
reportable failures and include subcontractor failures.
1 A306. 13. 1. 3 Schedule
Failure Review Board Meetings are scheduled monthly, beginning
with the initiation of failure reporting. Project commitments or fre-
quency of failure report concurrences may require revision of these time
intervals.
27
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s1A306. 13.2 Organization
1A306. 13. 2. 1 Board Members
The ERTS Failure Review Board will consist of the following
membe rs :
• Chairman Responsible for proper direction of each
meeting plus assignment of action items.
ERTS Manager of Performance Assurance.
Vice- 	 Serve in the absence of the Chairman.
Chairman	 Followup corrective action and action
items.
• Secretary	 Publish agenda, location and schedule for
each meeting; notify all participants by
phone prior to the meeting of the meeting
and their responsibility. Prepare and
publish minutes of meeting with Chairman's
approval within five working days after each
Failure Review Board Meeting.
• Design	 Responsible for failure analysis and cor-
rective action followup on design problems.
• Manufacturing	 Responsible for corrective action followup
on all failures attributable to manufacturing
to ensure compliance.
• Quality	 Verify corrective followup on all failures to
ensure compliance. ERTS Project Quality
Manager (PQM).
• Customer	 Participates to assure correct identification
of the problem and suitability of proposed
corrective action.
Each Failure Review Board Member or alternate is responsible
for:
• Reviewing the current status of each Failure Report in the agenda
prior to the meeting
• Attending FRB Meeting and completing action items assigned to
them by the Chairman
28
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• Preparing written comments for discussion dilring the meeting
• Accepting the failure analysis and corrective action as presented
or stating reasons for rejection
• Presenting additional information relative to the Failure Reports
on the agenda or other pertinent information (e. g. , alerts from
other projects).
1 A306. 13. 2. 2 Unit Engineers
Each failure considered to be open status on the agenda shall be
described in detail by the Unit Engineer responsible for the failure analy-
sis of the failed unit or by the Reliability Failure Control Engineer. The
status of the failure analysis and corrective action shall be described and
expected completion date shall be stated. The Unit Engineers and Reli-
ability Failure Control Engineers are responsible for ensuring that the
necessary information and data are available at the meeting for the Board
to review.
Failure reports should be completely resolved during the month
following the failure event. Where this is impossible, a memo should
be sent to the Chairman at least one week prior to the Failure Review
Board Meeting stating the current status of the open failure reports.
This action is required to ensure that failure analyses of all failures hav-
ing serious impact on the project schedule are not delayed.
1A306. 13. 3 Implementation
1 A306. 13. 3. 1 Conduct of Failure Review Board
The first order of business is the review of all open action items
remaining from previous Failure Review Board Meetings and proposed
problem resolutions. Previously submitted action items acceptable to
tho Board are closed out on an individual basis. Action items requiring
additional information and those not completed by the due date are
reassigned as new action items. All action items assigned also include
an information copy to the assig ►.lee's immediate su pervisor to ensure
prompt attention.
I _
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Action items assigned during Failure Review Board Meetings
require a written answer from the individual assigned the action item.
The answer shall be addressed to the Chairman with copies to the other
Board Members.
The second order of business is a review of each failure report by
the Unit Engineer or Reliability Failure Control Engineer (and other
specialists, as required), including the description of the failure, the
analysis of the failure and the proposea corrective action. The Board at
this time can ask for additional information or can accept the analysis
and corrective action as presented. Close out of each reportable failure
is by formal FRB acceptance. Where a documented corrective action is
indicated, such as Test Change Request (TCR), or Engineering Order
(E. O. ), the failure report is held open until the changes have been
formally incorporated. Action items are assigned and agreements noted
as required.
The third order of business is to summarize the failure reports
closed by the Board and to summarize the failure reports in the open
status including closed failure reports that have been reopened by the
Board for additional analyses. At this time, the action items assigned
and agreements are also reviewed for completeness and timeliness.
The final order of business is the closing of the meeting with a
reminder of the next scheduled meeting.
1 A306. 13. 3. 2 Failure Review Board Tasks
• Review all failure reports originating during the report month
plus all open failure reports carried over from previous months.
• Review all completed analysis of failures for completeness and
effectiveness.
• Review all open action analyses of failures to ensure timeliness.
• Inquire into circumstances and effectiveness of corrective
actions assigned, as indicated by failure analysis.
• Close out completed failure reports.
30
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In performing these tasks, the Board Members examine failed
items for the following points:
• Accurate documentation
a Complete documentation
• Depth of analysis
• Decisiveness
• Alternatives
• Interface compatibility
• Tolerance accumulations
• Applicability to other serial numbers
• Effect on schedule and cost
a Experimental proof
• Use of preferred parts, materials and processes
• Similarity to other projects.
1 A306. 13. 4 Documentation
I A306. 13. 4. 1 Minutes of Meeting
Detailed minutes listing action items, agreements and failure
report status of each Failure Review Board are prepared by the Secretary
for approval by the Chairman. The minutes are distributed to the
approved project distribution list.
1 A306. 13. 4. 2 Documents Required for Meeting
The following documentation shall be available at the meeting for
each failure report to be discussed:
• Copy of TDR
• Copy of TDF
• Photograph of hardware involved or ac..ual hardware where
availableI	
• Monthly failure summary.
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The following 'doourntntation shall be..ava,ilable as apple;-able:
• Additional photographs or X-rays
• Schematics
• Documented corrective action
• Additional data such as test reuo its
• Backup data such as impact of and corrective action on
similar failures from other projects
• Vender supplied data.
1 A306. 13. 5 Definitions
• Failure Review Board - Formal board to review all hardware
failure reports and software problems generated on the ERTS
Project.
• Test Discrepancy Report - Document written to describe the
physical or functional discrepancy of a part, or higher assembly
or problem with a software item.
• Unit Engineer - Engineer responsible for the design, manufac-
ture and test of a specified equipment.
• Action Item - Formal request by the Failure Review Board and
assi;ned to an individual for additional specified documentation
• Agreement - Informal resolution of a problem where an action
item is not required
• Test Discrepancy Followu - Preprinted supplemental form to
TDR to document request or failure analysis and to enter the
TDR into the TIRS as a reportable failure.
• Sofl3yare_Engineer - Engineer responsible for the development
and test of a specified software item.
J
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